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Dr. Andrew Kuninobu

Jonathan Otto

Jonathan: I’m where at Weimar Institute. I’m here
with Dr. Andrew Kuninobu and he a medical doctor
that has been over 22 years in practice, and he is
working on a daily basis with people, patients as he’s
working here at a lifestyle clinic that people travel all
around the world to get better. You guys have seen
everyone from just your regular person to well-known
celebrities and so you guys are really kind of got your
finger on the pulse when it comes to reaching the
public, and so your work is fascinating, so let’s dive
in. Let’s have a look at some areas of health like what
kinds of things do you see patients for regularly when
it comes to disease? What are the things that you’re
seeing day in, day out?
Dr. Kuninobu: So day in and day out the most
common things is like anything else in America. Any
doctor, any doctor’s office, you’re going to see high
blood pressure, diabetes, cardiovascular disease,
people who have heart attacks or strokes, obesity,
weight problems. Very common arthritis, aches and
pains, back pain, chronic back pain, etc. So all of those
things are things that we’re going to see ... now you
said every day every day. Patients come for 18 days, so
they’re here for a little while.
Jonathan: Weight gain, obesity, was just declared as
an epidemic some years back by the World Health
Organization. Now, that classed it as a disease and
that meant that is could legally be prescribed drugs
for obesity. What do you think of drug-intensive
treatments in regard to lifestyle diseases, and what

do you see as the reasons for that being the go-to
method for modern medicine today?
Dr. Kuninobu: I guess from my viewpoint being in
private practice prior to coming here, I guess as a
physician I never saw it as such because I didn’t see
it as the go-to treatment. I practiced in Southern
California and San Diego area, and for 20 years there
I never felt like that was the mainstay or the way to
really treat obesity. For me it was always lifestyle,
and I would say that for most of my colleagues, it
was that way, so I guess it’s hard for me to comment
on is that really the approach that doctors are really
trying to push.
Weight-loss clinics probably do. From time to time
through my career I would see certain medications
become popular, and it could be because of my
background. I have a background in health promotion
of education. I’ve just never believed that medicine
should be the solution to a lifestyle problem because
every time we do a medication, something happens
that we didn’t anticipate.
20 years ago phen phen was extraordinarily popular.
I don’t know if you ever heard of that. It was probably
before you were even born maybe. I don’t know.
Jonathan: 86.
Dr. Kuninobu: You were born. You just wouldn’t
have known anything about it, but it was extremely
popular, and it was a combination of two medications,
and then lo and behold, it blew up in everyone’s
face because people started having heart problems,

and having lived through that experience as a
medical professional at the time, I think I was even
more gun shy about medications trying to treat a
lifestyle problem.
Jonathan: I appreciate you sharing that. Now, when it
comes to looking at the conventional medical model
as a whole, I am really curious and diving into this
with you and, again, you can pass on any particular
question. A couple of areas that I’m curious about is
to do with the evolutionistic mindset of the modern
medical system. Is it an evolution-based practice, like
in terms of the way that they understand the body,
both in understanding how treat disease and does
that have an effect on the solutions that are being
prescribed, and then just anything else that you would
see because medicine is ... it’s a healing modality. It’s
something that we understand intuitively, just like
going to a pastor. Pastor in a sense is going that you
... in some ways they’re to heal you spiritually or to
help you heal spiritually, and a physician is designed
to help you heal physically. We understand these
things intuitively, and so then we probably have a
right to uphold them to a moral standard, these kinds
of practices so we have, in that sense, every right to
uphold the conventional medical system to every
standard that we like, and looking at conflicts of
interest and looking at these different things.
I’m curious as to whether you see from a Biblical
perspective diversion from the path of God when
it comes to the way in which medicine is being
approached conventionally.
Dr. Kuninobu: Okay. Well, there’s a lot of stuff
in that question.
Jonathan: Yeah. I know.
Dr. Kuninobu: Whether I could ... I’ve never really
thought about it from the viewpoint of do most
physicians, for example, in the way that we approach
medicine coming from an evolutionary standpoint.
Is that influence the industry as a whole. Never really
thought about it that way quite honestly.
Jonathan: Is this fun?
Dr. Kuninobu: It’s interesting concept. Certainly
when you have an evolutionary viewpoint on life, by
definition you’re removing God from the equation.

Jonathan: Yeah.
Dr. Kuninobu: And when you remove God from
the equation, I think that has no ... It’s going to do
anything but change your entire approach to how you
view people and view the world, and so your disease
model is going to change, and I think it does affect
the practice of medicine because, you’re right, we
think that physicians, doctors, the industry should be
looking out for the patient morally. That is the oath
that we take. The Hippocratic Oath is one, first do no
harm, and always the interests of the patient, etc.
But when you take God out of the equation, you’re
taking out a lot of the morals that come with a
Judaeo Christian God.
Jonathan: Wow.
Dr. Kuninobu: So instead of the idea of God first and
others, it’s about me, and so you’re willing to go as far
as you’re willing to go only as it’s convenient for you
or it’s still making you money or there’s some kind
of benefit for you, and I think that’s where people
often get rather cynical about American medicine
today because in the past the old country doctor
that would go out to people’s homes, they probably
had a lot of trust there. Kind old Dr. Jones, you know,
would come outJonathan: Imagine that.
Dr. Kuninobu: But today they’re not sure who they’re
seeing and what’s their motivation, and I know that
a lot of people when they walk into the office think
that you’re motivated by money, and rightfully so, I
suppose, because the doctor/patient relationship has
changed. Just in the 20 some odd years that I’ve been
in practice, I’ve seen that change. And it goes both
ways. The expectations of patients have changed, too.
As a patient, living life without God in a different
kind of moral focus it’s very self centered and you’re
educated by what you get from the media, and we
don’t have that ... Scripture is a good focal point, or I
guess a foundational point that we should really be
taking our cues from, both on how we treat other
people, but then it also ... it affects what we expect
from others, so if I’m self centered and everything’s
about me, then I’m going to come into the doctor’s
office assuming the doctor doesn’t have my best
interests in mind either because he’s self centered

and he just wants what he can get out of it, which is
a quick visit. Get the patient out the quickest thing
possible, and what’s going to make them money.
And they assume that we’re making money off every
prescription that we write or what have you, so that
affects it, too.
Jonathan: Wow. That’s dog eat dog dystopia.
Dr. Kuninobu: Yeah. It is. It is.
Jonathan: I appreciate you sharing that because
what I believe we want to be a part of and the
person watching wants to be part of a revolution,
which is to do with bringing love back into medicine,
which I believe is bringing God back into medicine,
and I think that you nailed it on the head when it
comes to looking at the body through an atheistic
mindset could be way more detrimental than we
ever expected, and it may have inhibited us from a
lot of things, and I do believe it means the difference
between life and death in many circumstances.
If you have a terminal “diagnosis” and you are
predicted to die within six months, believing in God
and that him having our life ... your life in his hands
is the difference between life and death for a lot of
people because if you’re being told that you’re going
to die by a powerful authority in your life, in that sense
... and if you believe it, you technically allowed them
to become in some ways your god, and then you’ve
accepted a sentence, so I do believe that theism is a
saving grace that a lot of people are exploring.
So one of the things I want to ask you about is in
regards to faith and placebo.
Dr. Kuninobu: Okay.
Jonathan: Now, you’re a medical doctor. It’s very
extensive the kinds of studies that you do, so I’m sure
you’re very well aware of placebos and placebos being
revealed in studies. So if you could define for me what
a placebo is in the way you’ve understood it and how
it’s kind of played out for you and what you’ve seen?
Then I’d be interested with you to dive into do you see
correlation between placebo and faith because faith
really is a biblical way to explain something which has
to do with ontological belief and also with both beliefs
and knowledge of something happening according
to a higher power in these types of things and then

placebo is obviously is a scientific way to explain
perhaps something very similar. So I’m curious about
that. Have you seen faith play out in patients? Have
you seen it have amazing results?
Dr. Kuninobu: Sure. Good. Multiple question again.
Jonathan: Yeah, I know, I need toDr. Kuninobu: You’re testing my short
term memory here.
Jonathan: I know.
Dr. Kuninobu: Okay, let’s talk about first what is a
placebo. The placebo effect is taking advantage of
the mind, body connection. When we believe in
something that’s going to have a positive effect on us.
The classic thing is a sugar pill. That’s the placebo pill.
We tell people, “We’re going to give you a medication.
It’s going to make you better.” Then half the group gets
the real medication. The other half gets the sugar pill.
Both sides believe it’s going to help them. So what
they see in the placebo effect is the improvement in
those that didn’t get the medicine. Maybe not to the
same degree and that’s what the placebo effect is.
There is improvement with just the belief.
So you’re jumping then with the concept is maybe I’m
misreading the question but people believe in faith
and so maybe a scientist will sit back and see while
these people who believe in God, it’s their belief that’s
making them better. It’s that mind-body thing. It’s
purely just the belief side of things. I can understand
on the surface why a scientist might think that way
but a real good scientist will also look back and say,
“Well, yeah.” But for example this study I was just
talking about, previously about medicine and sugar
pill, the sugar pill doesn’t do as good as the real thing.
So we know it doesn’t completely cure disease or that
sort of a thing.
So have I seen faith at work? I think that maybe one of
the best illustrative case here to say and maybe show
that there is truly a God that works in lives beyond this
placebo effect would be a gentleman who is quite ill
that we had here who quite frankly when I met him,
I wasn’t sure whether lifestyle changes were going
to do anything for him. Because he had problems
that usually go beyond just simple lifestyle changes. I
certainly was not going to lie to him, “Oh, you’re going
to get better.” I truthfully said, “I don’t know. I know

God can do tremendous things. I know that these
principles help these things that you have but I don’t
know about this whole package.”
So I didn’t give him a false sense of hope per se
because I thought that would be dishonest and I know
that he was looking for me to give him an honest
opinion of how sick he really was. So I told him how
sick I felt he really was that unless God did something
he was in a lot of trouble. That’s kind of our discussion.
But trying to always again come back to God saying,
“With God, there’s always hope.” But I know that he
didn’t believe that he was just going to come and get
better. That was just going to be simply a placebo
effect in his case, especially the timing because this
was a gentleman who went home that night. He said
he was frankly a little discouraged because he now
realized how truly sick he was when I really told him.
Apparently, realized he hadn’t really understood
how sick he was.
He said he was discouraged. So he wasn’t sitting at
home, “I’m going to get better. I’m going to get better.”
He was discouraged. He was in bed he said and he
just started to pray and he came to the realization
that God would take care of things whether he got
better or not in this world and that God was in control.
He said that when he came to that place where
you could just give it up to God and say, “You know
God, that’s okay. Whether I live or die or whatever
happens to me, it’s in your hands and I’m going to
be at peace with that.” He went to sleep. The next
morning, he got up and this was a gentleman who
had been gaining everyday because of fluid that is
accumulating in his body and is having to be removed
artificially. During theJonathan: What’s the name of that?
Dr. Kuninobu: He had ascites, it was fluid in his belly
due to liver failure.
Jonathan: That was his main condition?
Dr. Kuninobu: Liver and kidney. Well, it
was everything. Liver, kidney, heart, a lot of
things were wrong.
Jonathan: Wow.
Dr. Kuninobu: But he woke-

Jonathan: Conventionally, what would you have
diagnosed him with as medical doctor if you were to
give how many months or days or years he was to live,
what would you say?
Dr. Kuninobu: Oh, that one would be hard to put a
number on. But the trajectory of where he had been
where they’re removing a certain amount of fluid,
I don’t remember the exact amount of numbers,
every couple of months and there was every month
and there was every two weeks. We’re removing like
four, five liters of fluid off of him. With that kind of a
trajectory, he was headed towards multisystem failure
at least within a few months, kind of thing.
But what’s impressive that I know that there is a God
who still cares and loves and performs miracles just
like we read about in the bible, was that as he got up
that next morning, he got on the scale and he lost
five pounds overnight. Now, this is a guy who had
been gaining fluid every night. He had been here one
day. We hadn’t really changed anything yet in this
gentleman’s life. Lost five pounds overnight. He was
excited. He related to me how discouraged he was
when he’d gotten home and how he had given his
everything to God and God truly performed a miracle.
I have no medical explanation for it because he lost
that five pounds of fluid and all of a sudden, the fluid,
not just in his belly but in his legs started to go down
and I don’t remember if it was 35, something like that
pounds in two and a half weeks. Just lost all these
fluid and this was a guy who was swollen. His stomach
went down to normal. His legs went down to normal.
He was walking around. He could barely walk when he
got here across a parking lot without being short of
breath and now he was walking around our half mile
loop here multiple a day, up and down hills, feeling
great. Now, I don’t have a good medical explanation
for that. There’s a God.
It was not a placebo effect because he didn’t believe
actually, “Oh, I’m going to get better.” He said, “I didn’t
know what was going to happen.” But he just put it all
in God’s hands and God just blessed him for whatever
reason and heal that man while he was here. So that’s
an illustrative case.

Jonathan: What an extraordinary experience
and what an extraordinary experience for you to
witness as a doctor.
Dr. Kuninobu: It was extraordinary to witness. As
a professional, I just , “I don’t know what happened
here. I don’t have a medical explanation why he got
better so quickly.”
Jonathan: Explain to me the feeling? What is it like to
see it, to feel it, to witness?
Dr. Kuninobu: Reassuring that the things that you
believe, faith is a substance of things hoped for, an
evidence of things not seen. That’s a very famous
quotation from the New Testament that we all use
to affirm our faith in God that our faith needs to be
the evidence. But this was a time that the physical
evidence reaffirmed faith and it’s very, very reaffirming
to know that God still performs miracles today.
Jonathan: Thank you so much. Yeah. Thank you for
being able to share the experience of you as a doctor
because in some sense, there’s no people that had
seen more death than doctors. Your average person
is going to see a number of close people in their life
die and it is obviously different when it is a close loved
one but seeing people die, whatever , doctors will see
a lot more of that and then as Christians, we have to
come grips with those really hard realities like look
at these things and then still either walk away from
that faith or see it and understand it or even if we
don’t understand it, just still trust and believe in God
so you’d obviously chosen to still trust and believe in
God but you got a little slice of heaven in this world by
seeing that and it’s just really cool that you shared that
here so yeah. Thank you man.
Dr. Kuninobu: You’re welcome.
Jonathan: Now, when it comes to placebo, I think
that what you’re sharing is really great because my
exploration in that particular area is I’m curious as to
whether what it says in, I believe it’s Romans 12:3, God
has granted to all men, mankind, a measureDr. Kuninobu: A measure of faith.
Jonathan: ... of faith.
Dr. Kuninobu: Mm-hmm

Jonathan: Now, if we’ve all been given a measure
of faith, whether you’re a atheist or Buddhist or
Christian or Muslim, if we’ve all been given a measure
of faith, then that measure of faith could be helpful
for things like if we’ve got challenges, like when it
comes to disease. It’s interesting that almost every
occasion which Jesus healed, he said something after
it. He said your faith has healed you or your faith has
made you whole.
It really has been quite fascinating for me to consider
these things and look at these placebo studies and
wonder whether there’s this aspect of faith that
maybe just naturally something that God has infused
us with, which unless we’re listening to a lot of lies,
like for example, a doctor saying you’re going to die
tomorrow, which is a nocebo effect, which is basically
a prediction of death and it has a quantifiable result.
People will die if somebody in authority is telling them
that they will. That happens.
I am curious as to whether placebo actually will make
that tangible difference in people’s lives, whether it
actually is harnessing some aspect of faith in people’s
lives and that’s why it’s accounted for. There are
studies that I’ve read and they try to err as much as
they can on the conservative side when they make
statements like this. One of them is that over 50% of
the benefits of non surgical medicine is attributed
to placebo. Yeah. That is interesting. What if this trust
in God component of what you do in your work is
actually the ... it’s the pillar, it’s the foundation, it’s
this missing link that a lot of people don’t have.
What do you think?
Dr. Kuninobu: We all believe in something and it is
where do you put your belief and your trust. In what I
do I think that no matter whether you’re believing in
your pills or you’re believing in your lifestyle change
or you’re believing in a herb that you’re taking, there
is going to be an element of the placebo effect in that.
What I see goes way beyond that, that there really is a
power working beyond just that.
When we put our faith in something, is it in a pill or an
herb or something I’m doing or do we do those things
because we understand that’s the way God has made
us, but we’re putting our faith in Him. I don’t know if
you’re following me so far on this. While belief can go
so far, and I guess that’s what my story was trying to

illustrate, belief can go so far, but when there’s a living,
powerful, loving God who wants to do things in our
lives and is allowed to do so when we put our faith in
Him, then you see bigger results.

better to treat the underlying cause so then he can
work in the way he’s created us to, give us true healing.

There are many approaches to healing, to getting well,
to getting better. The best one is we put our faith and
trust in God, regardless of the other things. I’m not an
anti-establishment physician just because I believe in
lifestyle medicine. I’m an MD. I was trained as a family
physician. I understand the rationale for the scientific
method and all of those things. I think that a lot of
those things play a role and have a place in our lives.
Certainly surgery, if I’m in a car accident and I break
my leg, I want a good qualified orthopedic surgeon to
put that leg back together. I’m not going to pray the
leg back together again. God has given us knowledge
unto the human body and how to work with it.

Dr. Kuninobu: Mm-hmm . Oh yes.

Jonathan: Nor would you go to herbs, right?
Dr. Kuninobu: I’m not anti-herbal medicine either
because I think God gave us a lot of these things
for the healing.
Jonathan: Yeah. Absolutely. Yeah. I’m saying with the
car accident you would go and try to [crosstalk]
Dr. Kuninobu: No. I wouldn’t necessarily put herbs
on a broken leg, exactly. There is a role for all of these
things I think. We’ve been having, we as we meaning
human kind, is having a hard time understanding
it all because we don’t have an inkling of truly how
fearfully and marvelously we really are made, which
we are made in an incredible way. As we study and
understand how to utilize things, what has become
very clear is that most of what we suffer from in
modern society is lifestyle related. Trying to put a
patch on it with medication is detrimental. We’re not
getting better. How long have we been just fighting
the diabetes epidemic that has blown up in our face?
Nobody’s getting really better, people are still dying
from it, yet we have better and better medications.
Dr. Kuninobu: The problem is we’re treating the
symptom of the disease, not the underlying problem.
That’s what lifestyle medicine does is treat the
underlying problem. I think that God has given us
the ability to understand the human organism at this
point to understand the underlying cause. It’s always

Jonathan: Excellent. Thank you. I love it. Thank you.
Now, you read the Bible, is that right?
Jonathan: Is that something you pick up once
or twice a year?
Dr. Kuninobu: Every day.
Jonathan: Okay. Yeah.
Dr. Kuninobu: Every day.
Jonathan: All right. You read the Bible every day.
You’re a trained medical doctor, you spent, I don’t
know, how many years do you spend in medical
school, six, seven years?
Dr. Kuninobu: Four years in medical school.
Jonathan: Yeah. Four and thenDr. Kuninobu: After college.
Jonathan: Yeah. College is ...?
Dr. Kuninobu: Four years.
Jonathan: Four years, and you’ve got to do something
medical relatedDr. Kuninobu: Then there’s residency after medical
school, which is usually three or more years.
Jonathan: In the training side of things, you’re
basically in the 10 year, if you put in the college, which
you probably did something slightly [crosstalk]
Dr. Kuninobu: It’s 11 plus.
Jonathan: Yeah. You did something medically related
in college, right?
Dr. Kuninobu: I was a biology major in college.
Jonathan: Yeah. Okay. That’s pertainingDr. Kuninobu: Science.
Jonathan: ... to science and the body and organisms.
You’ve been in study for a long time. I’m curious. When
you open the Bible have you discovered interesting
things in the Bible that talk about the body and talk
about things that are helpful for healing, that the
viewer might be fascinating? This show is called
Bible Health Secrets and we’re talking about secrets

in the Bible. Do you know any? You’ve spent a lot
of time in study.
Dr. Kuninobu: Oh wow, putting me on the spot. I have
to think about that one for second.
Jonathan: No worries.
Dr. Kuninobu: Probably the easiest way to answer
that question would be go to Genesis. That’s probably
the best place to answer very simply because most
people will be familiar with this. You don’t have to look
for it in some esoteric text. When you read the original
diet that God gave mankind, I have given thee every
herb bearing seed which is upon the face of all the
earth. Talking about basically He’s given us the plants,
the fruits or the fruit, vegetables, things like that that
bear seeds to eat. He says for these, these are the
things that shall be meat for you, right?
Jonathan: Mm-hmm
Dr. Kuninobu: That’s not the way some Bibles say it
but that’s the way we would say it today. That was
the original diet we were given and it wasn’t until
later that God allowed meat, as you read through the
Bible, after the flood. People have surmised probably
because there weren’t a lot of plants growing yet.
There may be a number of different reasons, the Bible
isn’t specific about that, but we do read that history.
It’s interesting when you look at the lifespan of the
human race according to the Bible, man lived between
900 and 1,000 years at the beginning and it was right
around at the time of the flood then that you suddenly
see all these lifespans dropping when meat came
into play. Just very interesting that today in all the
nutritional research when you look at it, it’s all talking
about the very best diet is a plant based diet, that men
will live longer, women will live longer, humans will
live longer on a plant based diet. That was the original
diet that is found in the Bible of all things.
Yet science is proving that today. Some of the
biggest names that are out there pulling out all this
research interestingly enough, some of them aren’t
really believers of any type of the Bible or in God.
They just see it purely from a scientific standpoint.
The plant-based diet is the best diet. And that was
originally in the Bible.

Jonathan: Yeah. Wow. And, so, we do have that
amazing understanding of the beginning. And it
is quite a theory, like you’re saying, like, I mean,
really, like, is that, is that true? Could people live
to 900 years in these ancient times dating back for
6,000 years, right?
Dr. Kuninobu: Mm-hmm .
Jonathan: So, do you find that, like, ‘cause, I mean,
you’re a medical doctor. Like, to believe something so,
like, Garden of Eden, Adam & Eve, people living to a
thousand ... Wouldn’t some of your friends think you
just believe in fairy tales?
Dr. Kuninobu: Of course.
Jonathan: Yeah. And then, for you, why do you just
not flinch at that? ‘Cause a lot of people would be like,
“Hi” and just like, “We kind of believe the Bible says
that 900 years, I don’t know if that’s true or not.” But
you’re just like, “Yeah, it says that it’s true.”
Why are you so convinced? And you might even
be convinced because of the medical perspective,
‘cause in regards to telomere science and looking at
the length of the telomere, it’s just like, it’s not really
much that makes this ... not really much that makes
us degenerate except for a couple little things that
if they, if the telomere remained long, forever, we
would live forever.
Dr. Kuninobu: Yeah. It’s interesting. Yeah, so what
makes me believe?
Well, there’s two things. One won’t make any sense to
people who don’t or have never experienced God, but
my faith is based on the experience of things that God
has done for me, in my life.
Yes, I’ve seen things like the patient I was just relating
to as reaffirming that there’s something beyond
science going on. But I was a very different person at
one time, and I think many Christians can relate that
God can change lives for the better, and it happens.
There’s power in the word of God, when you read
the word of God.
It’s not like any other book that I’ve ever read.
Somehow there’s a connection with a somebody that
makes a difference in my life every day. And, so that’s
definitely one, which, again, like I said, my atheistic,

or agnostic friends, or family, would have a hard
time understanding.
But the second part is from a scientific viewpoint
of the deeper I study into any of the sciences, but
particularly human science, the sciences that have
been dealing with the human body. Microbiology,
cell biology, et cetera. It’s just the evolutionary theory
does not explain the complexity of the human body
or even one part of it. Even the production of the
proteins that are necessary in our body, the coding
that goes into that. You have to have all that coding
there at the same time for everything to work together
at the same time. It can’t evolve. It just can’t. And it’s
mathematically, for those that are mathematicians
who’ve tried to sit down and figure out what’s the
mathematical probability of it happening. It’s almost
infinitesimally small and impossible for it to happen
by chance. And we’re just talking about the things
that are the basic building blocks in a cell, much less
having them work together all at once.
So, to me, it’s faith versus faith. So often it’s science
versus faith. And, no, it’s not. There’s scientific evidence
on both sides. There’s problems on both sides. I’ll
admit it. But it’s faith versus faith. Am I gonna put my
faith into something that I’ve experienced and that
makes more sense from the word of God? Or is it
gonna be faith and something makes really, to me, no
sense on the evolutionary side of things?
The more I study, the more I am reaffirmed of it. There
has to be a designer. We are designed certain way.
There’s just no other explanation to me, and that’s why
I can say it without batting an eye.
Jonathan: That’s great. I love that. And I think these
problems that you talk about being on both sides,
I think the problems that we have in terms of those
challenges where we simply don’t know something,
like, we don’t know how a being can be self-existent
and always be there. Like, can’t understand that, nor
can they understand, I mean, we can look at even
some simple plant life, and we can kind of understand
the mechanism, but we really don’t understand it.
You know, we don’t understand how something
can grow and the mechanism is so far beyond, it is
just incredible. You look around. You look up at the
stars. We can’t understand what we’re looking at. The

vast expanse. Our minds can’t wrap around it. So, it
goes in with every other thing that we can’t wrap
our minds around.
Dr. Kuninobu: Mm-hmm .
Jonathan: And, so, it’s like, why would not God, the
nature of God, be beyond that realm of what we
can actually get our head around? So, yes, there’s a
problem there, but that problem is what requires us to
just surrender and ... but look for the evidences which
we can measure, that are factual, that are scientific,
measure those things, lock those in, see the validity,
and then use trust in areas that ... Mind you, they will
never provide a contradiction. Truth doesn’t provide
contradiction. It’s not contradictory.
Dr. Kuninobu: No. It’s just simply out of our realm. It’s
just something that we either don’t know right now
or we won’t know. Yeah. And, you know, when you
think about it, if we were, you know ... Let’s make some
assumptions here, that there is eternity and that God
wants us to live eternally with him. When you think
about it, how boring it would be if we could learn it all
at some point in time. Right?
I mean, once you’ve ... Have you ever mastered
something, and then it’s, “Okay. Where’s the challenge?
Where’s the fun in it?” Right?
But if there’s endless things to learn, a complexity
of the universe that goes beyond anything we can
wildly imagine, well, that’s cool. ‘Cause that makes the
future so much more exciting for us. Really, when you
think about it.
Jonathan: I love that. And you know what I love
about what you just shared there is because you’re
ambitious. You went for a medical degree. I’m
ambitious. I like to create things, and make things, and
make impact, and, you know, all this. Right?
But Heaven. Heaven the way that I understood that,
was just this cloud thing where you’re just kind of
floating around and playing hops and doing nothing,
and that sounds like terrible to me. It’s like, I actually
want to do stuff.
Dr. Kuninobu: Yup.
Jonathan: But then when you actually understand
how God made us, that you see that it was about

expansion and growth, and, so, yes these things ... It’s
all about exploration. It’s about doing limitless things.
Now, I just wanna, like, as we come to wrap this up, if
you could take me through your protocol. If you could
spend five minutes or so on taking me through your
protocol. If I was to come in here and I wasn’t well,
could you just give me some steps so the person that’s
at home watching could start applying some of these
steps in their lives today?
Dr. Kuninobu: Sure. Absolutely. We have a program.
It’s called the NEWSTART program. And NEWSTART is
an acronym. And acronyms have always been used to
help people remember things, and this is a, basically
a list of the, of lifestyle things anyone can do at
home to get better.

something’s good for you, do it moderation. Don’t
overdo it. You know. If it’s bad for you, avoid it. That’s
all that that is.
A stands for air, fresh air. We all know that bad air is
bad, because it’s bad for us. Right? Lung cancer, et
cetera. So, that means fresh air. Good for us. But it
goes beyond that. There is something about breathing
deeply of certain types of air, that actually does help
mood and heal, et cetera.

Jonathan: Great. Lead me through ...

R stands for rest. We all need sleep. And science tells
us that as well. You can take a person who is perfectly
fine, college student, well-adjusted, never has had
problems with depression. Sleep deprive them and
you make them clinically depressed. You know? So
we know how important rest is. Our bodies heal and
rebuild during the time of our sleep.

Dr. Kuninobu: N. Nutrition. Better nutrition and we’ve
already touched on that a plant-based diet is the best
out there for our human bodies.

So where have we come so far? NEWSTART. Next, T is
the last one, right?
Jonathan: Mm-hmm .

E stands for exercise. We all, we were made for motion.
We were made to be active. So, and we’re not talking
about going to a gym and sweating necessarily. Well,
that’s okay. But at least just walking. Just get out
and start walking.

Dr. Kuninobu: Which is the most important one,
actually. And we’ve touched on this a number of times
as we’ve talked and that is trust in God. Where do we
put our faith in? Where do we put our faith in? ‘Cause
God is the only that can, really, is the only one that will
never let us down. So, trust in God.

W stands for water. Drinking lots of water. It is the best
liquid for our bodies. Not just because I say so, but
because science says so.
It’s interesting that even the most recent .... One of
the most recent issues of Consumer Reports talks
about water being the best liquid out there. Consumer
Reports. Go figure. Water.
S is for sunshine. There’s something about being out
in our sunshine that does so many different things.
It is antimicrobial, meaning it kills bacteria. It can
cleanse us. We know that people who get out and get
sunlight, it’ll help with their mood. And those who
live in the Pacific Northwest, or places that never see
the sun from November through April, know what I’m
talking about, seasonal affective disorder. Sunshine’s
important for us.
T’s ... is one that we use ... We call it temperance. Which
is a simple principle of avoiding those things that are
harmful to us and doing the things that are good for
us in moderation. That’s all it means. So if you know

Jonathan: It’s amazing. And with that final one I
would understand if somebody hasn’t known much
about God or perhaps had a negative experience
with their faith, or even just feels like they need to
improve their walk with God. I would understand that
you guys may, like, pray with them, have Christian,
like, conversations talking about Christian themes,
important events like the life of Jesus, other beliefs
that we have about God, and then books. And,
obviously, the number one book being the Bible.
And, so, I would understand you lead people through
a process in some ways. But I know that you guys are
gentle with it here as well, in terms of you just, like,
wanna go with where someone’s at but ...
Dr. Kuninobu: Oh, yeah. We have people that come
here who are of all faiths or no faith at all. And while
we cannot ignore that important aspect, we want
to share it with people. We try to make them feel
comfortable with wherever they are. Yeah. Absolutely.

Jonathan: All right. And then weight loss. What would
be your one tip when it comes to weight loss that’s
not being talked about enough or is often a missing
link for somebody?

foods that make you feel happier. Do you have like a
theory around food making people happier?

Dr. Kuninobu: The missing link for weight loss.

Dr. Kuninobu: Oh, sure. I mean, well, there’s two ways
of looking at that question. I mean, there are people
who have their, they have their comfort foods.

Jonathan: Yeah.

Jonathan: Yeah.

Dr. Kuninobu: Well, the NEWSTART program, of
course. But the same principles apply. I have yet to
see someone not lose weight by going on a whole
food, plant-based diet. Whole food, plant-based diet,
meaning avoiding refined products. I just haven’t
seen anybody not lose weight yet. Myself included.
I believe in it.

Dr. Kuninobu: You know, they run to their whatever
and that’s their comfort food.

Jonathan: You lost weight?
Dr. Kuninobu: Oh. Absolutely.
Jonathan: How much did you lose?
Dr. Kuninobu: 40 pounds.
Jonathan: Wow.
Dr. Kuninobu: About five or six years ago. And that’s
when I started my journey applying the NEWSTART
principles and I never felt better.
Jonathan: Awesome. And now, using these
principles, you believe they can help people recover
from depression?
Dr. Kuninobu: Yes. I’ve seen it.
Jonathan: Yeah?
Dr. Kuninobu: Yeah. Absolutely.
Jonathan: Because treating depression with drugs
is assuming that they have a Prozac deficiency or
something like that. You guys have not really given
antidepressants. Not that I’m telling people to just
flush them down the toilet right now.
Dr. Kuninobu: No. Don’t flush them down the toilet.
It’s good to be in care, under care.
Jonathan: Yeah.
Dr. Kuninobu: But...
Jonathan: ‘Cause you’re an MD, so, and I like the
cautious nature at which you approach this, because
I, you know, I see both sides of this, but in terms of
looking for ... what, may be potentially reducing
medication under the care of a physician, but using

Jonathan: Which is perhaps the counterfeit of what
you’re about to say.
Dr. Kuninobu: Which is, yeah, exactly. Because they
get a temporary, I hate to use the word fix.
Jonathan: Yeah.
Dr. Kuninobu: But it is kind of that way.
They get a reward.
Jonathan: Yeah.
Dr. Kuninobu: For it. And it makes them feel better
temporarily. But where after is true healing.?
Jonathan: Yeah.
Dr. Kuninobu: Right? And, you know, the
neurotransmitters that the chemicals that we give
patients in our pills to try and help them feel better.
For example, the serotonin that is in proof with let’s
say Prozac or whatever. You know, the precursors to
those chemicals are all found in plant-based products.
You don’t find them in the meat, for example, or the
dairy, et cetera. You find that in plant-based foods.
So, those foods that are the ones that you really want
to eat the most of, so that you can actually produce
the chemicals naturally that you’re trying to artificially
up through the medication. Again, not to say that
people should stop their medicines abruptly, but they
work, they can work in concert.
You know, you touch on the fact that, “Do we see
people or do we apply these for depression?” We
see people in our NEWSTART program that come
depressed, and we see marvelous improvements in
their depression just in this, in the 18 days.
There’s another program on this, on one of our
campuses that’s specifically just for depression, called
Depression Recovery. It’s a shorter program, much
more intensive, designed around depression, and is

way more successful than the medications are when
you look at the data.

Dr. Kuninobu: Yeah. We may not be here
much longer, too.

Jonathan: Yeah. It’s great. You guys are remarkable,
and ‘cause you’re implementing all these different
things. Somebody could be depressed because ...

Jonathan: Yeah. Yeah. No, I know what you mean. Like,
the emptiness of living life for monetary gain. I think
we’ve all felt it.

Dr. Kuninobu: No. God is remarkable.

Dr. Kuninobu: It’s empty. Some of the most miserable
people are the richest people on earth. Yet, that’s what
we all strive to do, is make money. Yet, think about
all these rich people that are just well, tragically. I
mean, obviously you think of the gentlemen who just
decided to unload his ... whatever on Las Vegas. You
know. He was a rich man, multimillionaire. Yet, drove
him to, whatever drove him to kill people and himself.
It’s sad. Yeah.

Jonathan: That’s awesome. Thank you for that. Well,
thank you for glorifying God with your lives.
Dr. Kuninobu: Well. Happy to do it. It’s the least we
can do with what He’s done for us.
Jonathan: You really believe you’re here to ... for God?
Dr. Kuninobu: I do. I really do believe that. I mean, I
could still be practicing medicine where I was before.
Jonathan: You’d make more money, right?
Dr. Kuninobu: Many times more. But that’s, again,
I’m at a point in life that that’s not what’s important.
You know. What’s important is first helping people
to truly get healed. You know, physically, but more
importantly, hopefully, spiritual healing, because
that’s a healing that’s for eternity. And that’s the most
important thing.
Jonathan: Thank you, Dr. Kuninobu.
Dr. Kuninobu: It’s been a pleasure.
Jonathan: Yeah.
Dr. Kuninobu: It’s nice meeting you.
Jonathan: Yeah. Same. Same. Thank you for sharing
man. It’s such a blessing.

Jonathan: And, yeah. No, I think that exploring
faith ... It’s interesting what the Bible says. Like, don’t
worry. Like, Jesus actually commanded, like taught,
like, “Do not think about what you shall eat or drink
and the clothes.” He’s even talking about really basic
necessities, and He’s teaching us not to worry about
those things because we’re supposed to know that
we’re taken care of by God.
So, you and I are under the same circumstance
whether we’re rich or poor, we’re all under the
same circumstance that we’re under the care of
God. And so that’s the trust in and, you know, I’m
gonna be generous with what we do have, because
that’s the character of God. But thank you so much
for everything.
Dr. Kuninobu: Oh. You’re welcome.

Dr. Kuninobu: Yeah. Sure.

Jonathan: Appreciate it.

Jonathan: Yeah. I appreciate your heart and your
faith, and you said that at this point in life, you know,
but the thing is it’s not that like ... The mind, the brain,
that human experience doesn’t work like that where
you can suddenly just have enough. You never have
enough if you live your life in that way. You’ve seriously
made that determination. I don’t think that it’s really
based off circumstance. You just want to serve God.
And that you’re willing to take a pay cut of a fraction
of what you’re making, because living for God, living
for the Kingdom, having another star on your crown,
is a bigger deal.

Dr. Kuninobu: Most welcome.

